Sword-fighting game “SWORDS of GARGANTUA” Winter
Update Releases Today! New Weapons and Character
Skins, Weapon Mods and more!
Thirdverse, Inc. is pleased to announce the release of the Winter Update for the Oculus
Quest and PC VR versions of the game on Friday, November 27th 2020.
In this update, the graphics for the recently released new VR hardware Oculus Quest 2,
have been updated with a higher quality compared to the original Oculus Quest.
Two new player skins have also been implemented, as well as new event weapons and
weapon mods.

■Official Trailer
https://youtu.be/_d5jC1GPp3Y
■Winter Update Contents

・Graphic Upgrade for the Oculus Quest 2

The rendering quality of weapons and character has been improved when playing using the
Oculus Quest 2. This higher quality is automatically applied for Oculus Quest 2.

Graphics comparison when playing with Oculus Quest 2 (on the left) and Oculus Quest (on
the right).

・Introduction of two new Player Skins

Players are now able to select the new characters skins of the Assassin and the Cadet.
Player Skins only change the appearance of your character and not his abilities.

※

・New Weapons: Kada & Mizuchi, Ouroboros

---------------------------------------------------Kada
One-handed sword, symbol of death.
It devours everything with its searing fire.
Mizuchi
One-handed sword, symbol of regeneration.
It enriches the earth and brings life to it.

Ouroboros (description of this weapon are not displayed in-game)
Dual-edge sword born from the union of fire and water.
It gives immortality to those who hold it in their hands.
---------------------------------------------------Event Schedule (Adventure Mode Shop)
“Kada” Purchase Period: 2020/11/27
2020/12/10
“Mizuchi” Purchase Period: scheduled for mid-December

〜

Event Schedule (DOJO mode, Protect Mana Plant mode)
“Kada” Purchase Period: 2020/11/27
2020/12/10
“Mizuchi” Purchase Period: scheduled for mid-December

〜

・Weapon Mods

The new weapon mod feature allows you to create, add, and download weapons as you
prefer. You can create your own original weapons or download weapons created and shared
by others.
Mods are not supported on the PlayStation(R)VR version.
https://swordsofgargantua.mod.io/guides/mod-mode-alpha-eng

※

Weapon Mods Official Release Celebration Campaign!

〜

Promotion Period: 2020/11/27
2020/12/08
Reward: Christmas Tree Lance - 2020 Version
We will announce on our Discord and Twitter when the target download goal is achieved.
To learn how to download Mods on your PC, please read the following guide:

“SWORDS of GARGANTUA” Oculus Quest 2 Version Overview
Price: 24.99$
Supported Languages: English / Japanese / Simplified Chinese
Genre: VR online arena-combat action
Players: 1~4
Official Webpage: https://gargantuavr.com/
Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/GargantuaVR
Supported Platforms: Oculus Quest 2, Oculus Quest, Oculus Rift S, Oculus Rift, HTC VIVE,
Windows Mixed Reality, PlayStation®VR (releasing on Dec, 8th)
Sword of Gargantua is a VR sword-fighting action game with a realistic sword-fighting
theme, where players fight against the giant Gargantua and his army in a giant space built in
VR. You can play online and work together with up to four players to defeat the giant
enemies. There are many types of weapons available, and more than 100 stages for both
beginners and advanced VR players to enjoy.

※Cross-buy is available for purchases in the Oculus Store. If you have already purchased

the Oculus Quest version, you can play the Oculus Quest 2 version with the same account.
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